Enhancing the Statistical Filtering Scheme to Detect False Negative Attacks in Sensor Networks
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a technique that detects both false positive and false negative attacks in statistical filtering-based wireless sensor networks. In statistical filtering scheme, legitimate reports are repeatedly verified en route before they reach the base station, which causes heavy energy consumption. While the original statistical filtering scheme detects only false reports, our proposed method promises to detect both attacks.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) comprise tiny nodes equipped with restricted computational resources and limited energy supply. WSNs are usually deployed in an exposed environment which increases their proneness to security compromises such as cryptographic information capture [1]. Compromised nodes are exploited by attackers to initiate numerous attacks, such as denial of service, sinkhole attack, and eavesdropping [2]. Usually, attackers use compromised nodes to create bogus event reports, and inject them into the network to drain the energy of the network [1, 2]. Various filtering schemes have been proposed to detect and filter these bogus reports en route [1-5].

Compromised sensor nodes can also be exploited to block authentic data from being delivered to the base station (BS), by attaching false Message authentication codes (MACs) to legitimate reports [1, 2, 6]. These true reports with false MACs attached to them are dropped en route at the intermediate verification nodes. PVFS counters these two attacks simultaneously, whereas other filtering schemes only focus on countering the false report injection (FRI) attack, which is also known as the false positive attack [1-8]. All of these filtering schemes use either static or dynamic authentication key sharing [1-5, 7, 8].

We propose to enhance the filtering capacity of the SEF scheme so that it not only filters false reports, but also allows legitimate reports with false MACs to reach the BS station without failure. The probabilistic
voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) [2] is a static scheme that deals with both the attacks, and filters false reports at the probabilistically chosen verification nodes. In statistical en route filtering (SEF), each intermediate node verifies the report probabilistically, and if it detects an invalid MAC attached to it, it immediately drops it. SEF exploits network scale and density to drop false data through the collective detection power of several intermediate relay nodes. However, while making a decision to drop the report, SEF does not allow the forwarding nodes to consider the results of the previous verifications. Every intermediate node that finds an invalid MAC makes an independent decision to drop the report. This inflexibility of SEF allows room for the compromised nodes to impact the performance of the network. Compromised nodes launch a false negative attack by attaching false MACs to the legitimate reports that are dropped en route by the verification nodes. The false negative attack stalls the passage of true reports to the BS [1, 2, 6]. By appending a few extra bits in the header of the report being forwarded, we can make SEF restrict false negative attacks. Once a threshold for the verification of true reports is reached, they are marked safe, and forwarded without further verification.

The FRI attack aims to drain the energy resource of the sensor network, and render it useless in the presence of compromised nodes. The detection probability in SEF increases with distance. However, relying on the filtering capability of filtering nodes farther from the report generating cluster and closer to the BS leads to an uneven load share. An energy-hole syndrome appears in which the filtering nodes around the BS soon die out on account of their rapid depletion of energy and unceasing verification activity. The energy-hole phenomenon causes information loss and shortened network lifetime.

In SEF, each forwarded report is verified against T MACs created by keys from T distinct non-overlapping sub-pools of authentication keys. Firstly, each intermediate node checks if a report carries T MACs, as well as T key indices from T different partitions. Secondly, the intermediate node tries to check if a key’s index in the report matches that of one of its own keys. If so, the intermediate node tries to authenticate the report by calculating a new MAC with the same key. If the new calculated MAC matches the MAC contained in the report, the report is authenticated, and forwarded. If the MAC is found to be false, the report is immediately dropped. If none of the key indices in the report matches a key index of the keys possessed by the node itself, an intermediate node simply forwards the report. Thus if it possesses the matching key, every intermediate node is virtually required to authenticate the report. None of the intermediate nodes considers the outcome of the previous verifications performed by the earlier nodes in the decision making. If a single MAC is found to be false, any intermediate node immediately drops the report. This is why the SEF schemes do not handle the false negative attack, as well as it incurs more energy by requiring every intermediate node to verify the report.

2. Statistical En route Filtering (SEF)

SEF is the first scheme that was proposed to filter false data injected by adversaries exploiting compromised nodes. In SEF, a pre-generated global key pool of size N, maintained at the BS, is divided into multiple non-overlapping n partitions, each of size m, i.e.

\[
N = m \times n
\]

Figure 1 shows the partitions of the global key pool and allocation of k keys to each sensor node in the network. Every key is mapped against a unique key index for identification purpose during the process of en route filtering. Prior to sensor deployment,
each node is preloaded with k (k<m) keys, along with their key indices from a single partition.

When an event occurs, neighbouring nodes prepare the reports and broadcast them. The broadcasted report is of the form: \{LE, TS, E\}, in which LE indicates the event occurrence location, TS is the event time-stamp, and E indicates the type of event. If a node finds that the difference between the broadcast values and its observed values are within the predefined error boundary, then the broadcast values are accepted. The node whose broadcast values are accepted by more nodes is elected as the Center of Stimulus (CoS) node. CoS is responsible for preparing a final report endorsed by T MACs attached to it. After the selection of the CoS, every detecting node A selects one key Ki from the pool of keys it possesses and generates a MAC.

\[ MAC_i = f(K_i, Report) \]

Where, Report is of the form \{LE||Ts||E\}, and \( f(n,m) \) computes a MAC of the message m using key n. The node forwards \{i, MACi\}, the key index, and the MAC to the CoS. All the \{i, MACi\}'s tuples are collected by the CoS from the detecting nodes, and classified according to the key partitions. MACs created by the keys from the same partition belong to the same category. CoS randomly selects a single tuple \{i, MACi\} from each of T(T≤n) categories, and attaches them to the report. The final report forwarded towards the BS looks like:

\[ \{L_E, T_S, E, i_1, MAC_{C1}, i_2, MAC_{C2}, ..., i_T, MAC_{CT} \}. \]

Each forwarded report carries exactly T key indices and T MACs. Reports carrying more or less than T key indices and T MACs are dropped en route. Reports that contain more than one key index and MACs from the same partition are also dropped en route.

Since each node is preloaded with a set of randomly chosen keys from a randomly selected partition of the global key pool, it is predicted to possess a key with certain probability that is used to generate one of the T MACs attached to the report. That key is used to verify the authenticity of the report.

**Figure 1:** Global Key pool, Its Partition and Allocation of Keys to Individual Nodes.
3. False Negative Attack Detection in (SEF)

The robustness of SEF against FRI attack is solely based on the fact that a compromised node can possess keys from only one category. In order to produce a counterfeit report, the compromised node is still required to forge the remaining T-1 MACs. This is why SEF provides a strong protection against the FRIA attack and becomes an ideal choice among the filtering schemes.

However, SEF suffers from a serious weakness when it comes to protection against a false negative attack viz. a False MAC injection (FMI) attack. SEF doesn’t consider an FMI attack: neither does it provide a means to safeguard against FMI attack. Compromised nodes are exploited to launch an FMI attack which causes the dropping of legitimate reports.

We propose to include a few more bits in the report header, at the expense of a little energy-per-bit, to achieve greater security against FMI attack. Our proposed method also helps to save a significant amount of energy, by relieving nodes around BS from the verification of legitimate reports. Relieving nodes around the BS from the task of verification avoids energy-hole syndrome and increases network lifetime.

A. Proposed Methodology: When CoS finalizes the report, it also appends two extra fields Verf and Vert, in the report header, at the expense of a little energy-per-bit, to achieve greater security against FMI attack. We propose to include a few more bits in the report header, at the expense of a little energy-per-bit, to achieve greater security against FMI attack. Our proposed method also helps to save a significant amount of energy, by relieving nodes around BS from the verification of legitimate reports. Relieving nodes around the BS from the task of verification avoids energy-hole syndrome and increases network lifetime.

As soon as the value of Verf reaches 2, the report is immediately dropped whereas when
the value of Vert reaches 3, the report is marked safe and forwarded to the BS, without further en route verifications.

4. Simulation Results

We have performed simulations to verify the efficiency of our proposed method against the FMI attack. We assume a network comprising 400 sensor nodes uniformly distributed across a field of size 200×40 m². Simulations are carried out in a custom simulator developed in Microsoft Visual C++ 2012. The hops between the source node and the BS are varied. Reports are generated by the source every 2 seconds. A global key pool of 1000 keys is divided into 10 partitions with 100 keys in each partition. Each node is equipped with 70 keys. Each report and MAC is 36 and 4 bytes in size, respectively. It takes 15 μJ to generate a MAC, 75 μJ to verify a report, and 16.25 μJ and 12.5 μJ to transmit and receive a byte, respectively. The threshold values of Verf and Vert are set to 2 and 3, respectively, for T = 5. As soon as the value of Vert reaches 3, the Flag bit Accepted is set to 1, and no more verifications are required.

Figure 2 shows that legitimate reports are delivered to the BS with higher success rate in our proposed method than in SEF. The delivery of legitimate reports is low, solely because after being detected with a false MAC attached to them they are dropped immediately.

5. Conclusion

FRI and FMI attacks are two major attacks that can happen to sensor networks. While SEF provides an excellent safeguard against the former, it leaves room for the latter to badly impact the network’s information delivery capability. By appending a few extra bits in the report, we can make SEF to reject false negative attacks. The inclusion of a few extra bits provides higher security against the false negative attack, while consuming very little energy in transmitting them along with the report.
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